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(54) LOCK INPUT UNIT AND CONVERSION APPARATUS

(57) A lock input unit and a conversion device are
provided, wherein a base is disposed on a surface of a
lock, a mechanical combination lock dial is rotatably dis-
posed on the base, with password scales disposed
around the bottom thereof, and an electronic password
input portion includes a housing, a power source, an elec-
tronic processing member and an electronic input mem-
ber. In the conversion device, a pull block can be dis-
posed on one side of a lock input unit in an extracting
and inserting manner; a mechanical combination lock in-
cludes a combination lock code dial with a slot, the com-
bination lock code dial is rotatably disposed on the base,
and the slot is engaged with the fixture block; when the
pull block is inserted into the lock input unit, the fixture
block is clamped to the slot; a circuit joint is connected
to a breakage joint, and a circuit of the breakage joint is
switched on; and when the pull block is extracted out of
the lock input unit, the fixture block is disconnected from
the slot. An electronic opening manner and a mechanical
opening manner are integrated in a lock, so that the lock
has both the electronic opening manner and the mechan-
ical opening manner, and the electronic opening manner
and the mechanical opening manner are independent of
each other without affecting each other.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the technical
field of lock opening manners, and particularly to a lock
input unit and a conversion device.

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

[0002] Existing locks for use in safes are generally sin-
gle mechanical combination locks or electronic combi-
nation locks. The mechanical combination locks are di-
vided into ordinary mechanical combination locks and
high-security mechanical combination locks, the ordinary
mechanical combination locks have a small amount of
keys and poor security, while the high-security mechan-
ical combination locks have a large amount of keys and
good security, but have tedious operations, cumbersome
password inputting and password modification, and poor
user experience. Electronic locks have a large amount
of keys, password inputting and password modification
are convenient in use, user experience is good, but the
electronic locks have lots of electronic devices, the struc-
ture thereof is complex, and the probability of failure is
high. Moreover, the electronic devices are unable to en-
dure moisture, strong magnetoelectricity and strong vi-
bration, so that the electronic devices have certain re-
quirements for use environments, and the high failure
rate is one respect of poor usability. However, mechan-
ical locks can avoid these weaknesses by taking some
measures. If the electronic locks fail, great inconvenience
will be brought about to users, and it is not easy to repair
them, which lets people feel quite helpless. Therefore,
reserve mechanical unlocking means or mechanical
backup unlocking has been added to many electronic
locks, thereby solving the problems caused by the elec-
tronic locks.
[0003] However, the current lock mostly uses a struc-
ture of an electronic lock and a mechanical lock, where
respective corresponding input units are installed. The
input unit of the electronic combination lock must have
password keys, and the most basic 10 keys form a certain
spatial structure. The input unit of the high-security me-
chanical combination lock is essentially a rotatable dial,
and there are 100 scales on circumference edges of the
dial, which serve as mechanical passwords. How to com-
bine the electronic combination lock and the mechanical
combination lock into one in the structure, to be in line
with unlocking habits of the electronic combination lock
and the mechanical combination lock and achieve relia-
ble mutual conversion of electronic and mechanical un-
locking, so as to integrate mechanical opening and elec-
tronic opening manners into a mechanical and electronic
dual-control lock is an urgent problem to be solved by
persons skilled in the art.
[0004] The current lock will generally be provided with
a structure of an electronic combination lock and a me-

chanical combination lock, where respective correspond-
ing input units are installed. The input unit of the electronic
combination lock must have password keys, and the
most basic 10 keys form a certain spatial structure. The
input unit of the high-security mechanical combination
lock is essentially a rotatable dial, and there are 100
scales on circumference edges of the dial, which serve
as mechanical passwords. How to combine the electronic
combination lock and the mechanical combination lock
into one in the structure, to be in line with unlocking habits
of the electronic combination lock and the mechanical
combination lock and achieve reliable mutual conversion
of electronic and mechanical unlocking, so as to integrate
mechanical opening and electronic opening manners in-
to a mechanical and electronic dual-control lock is an
urgent problem to be solved by persons skilled in the art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] With respect to the shortcomings of the prior
art, the present invention provides a technical solution
that can well integrate mechanical opening and electronic
opening manners into a lock.
[0006] To achieve the above objective, the present in-
vention provides a lock input unit, including a base, a
mechanical combination lock dial and an electronic pass-
word input portion, wherein
the base is disposed on a surface of a lock, and the me-
chanical combination lock dial is rotatably disposed on
the base, with password scales disposed around the bot-
tom thereof, configured to control opening of a mechan-
ical combination lock portion of the lock; and
the electronic password input portion includes a housing,
a power source, an electronic processing member and
an electronic input member, configured to control open-
ing of an electronic combination lock portion of the lock,
the power source and the electronic processing member
are disposed inside the housing, the housing is disposed
on an outer side of the mechanical combination lock dial,
and the electronic input member is disposed on an outer
side surface of the housing.
[0007] Further, the electronic input member is an elec-
tronic password keyboard; the electronic processing
member is a circuit member that processes key pass-
words; the electronic processing member is respectively
connected to the power source and the input member;
and an outer periphery of the mechanical combination
lock dial is engraved with mechanical password scales
and password values.
[0008] Further, the housing is fixed onto the mechan-
ical combination lock dial.
[0009] The present invention further provides a con-
version device, for mutually conversion between input
manners of electronic and mechanical combination locks
of a lock input unit, including a base, a pull block, a me-
chanical combination lock control assembly and an elec-
tronic combination lock control assembly, wherein
the pull block includes a fixture block and a circuit joint,
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and the pull block can be disposed on one side of the
lock input unit in an extracting and inserting manner;
the mechanical combination lock control assembly in-
cludes a mechanical combination lock dial with a slot,
the mechanical combination lock dial is rotatably dis-
posed on the base, and the slot is engaged with the fixture
block;
the electronic combination lock control assembly in-
cludes a breakage joint, the breakage joint is a breakage
portion of a circuit of the electronic combination lock con-
trol assembly, and the circuit joint matches the breakage
joint;
when the pull block is inserted into the lock input unit, the
fixture block is inserted into the slot, and the fixture block
is clamped to the slot; the circuit joint is connected to the
breakage joint, and a circuit of the breakage joint is
switched on; and
when the pull block is extracted out of the lock input unit,
the fixture block is disconnected from the slot, and the
circuit joint is disconnected from the breakage joint.
[0010] Further, the lock input unit includes an input unit
housing, the input unit housing is rotatably disposed on
the base, and the input unit housing is fixedly connected
with the mechanical combination lock dial.
[0011] Further, the pull block includes a circular arc-
shaped outer edge, and after the pull block is inserted
into the input unit housing, the circular arc-shaped outer
edge and the input unit housing form a circular structure.
[0012] Further, the mechanical combination lock dial
is provided with mechanical lock password scales, and
when the pull block is inserted into the input unit housing,
the circular arc-shaped outer edge of the pull block can
cover the mechanical lock password scales.
[0013] Further, the conversion device further includes
an LED lamp, wherein the LED lamp is configured to
illuminate the mechanical lock password scales when
the pull block is pulled out from the input unit housing,
and the LED lamp is disposed on the pull block or the
input unit housing.
[0014] The present invention further provides a con-
version device, for mutually conversion between input
manners of electronic and mechanical combination locks
of a lock input unit, including a pull block, a mechanical
combination lock control assembly and an electronic
combination lock control assembly, wherein
the pull block includes a fixture block and a circuit joint,
and the pull block can be disposed on one side of the
lock input unit in an extracting and inserting manner;
the mechanical combination lock includes a mechanical
combination lock dial with a slot, the mechanical combi-
nation lock dial is rotatably disposed on a surface of a
lock, and the fixture block can be inserted into and ex-
tracted out the slot of the mechanical combination lock
dial; and
the electronic combination lock control assembly in-
cludes a breakage joint, the breakage joint is a breakage
portion of a circuit of the electronic combination lock con-
trol assembly, and the circuit joint can be connected to

and disconnected from the breakage joint.
[0015] Further, when the circuit joint is connected to
and disconnected from the breakage joint, the breakage
portion of the circuit of the electronic combination lock
control assembly is correspondingly switched on and off.
[0016] The present invention has the following benefi-
cial effects.
[0017] The present invention integrates an electronic
opening manner and a mechanical opening manner in a
lock, so that the lock simultaneously has the electronic
opening manner and the mechanical opening manner,
and the electronic opening manner and the mechanical
opening manner are independent of each other without
affecting each other.

1. After the pull block is pulled out, the input unit can
rotate, if the pull block is not pulled out, the input unit
cannot rotate, and an electronic password input
manner is used when the pull block is not pulled out.

2. After the pull block is pulled out, scales of a code
dial of the mechanical combination lock are exposed,
mechanical code pairing can be implemented; there
is no need to use mechanical password scales if
electronic password input is used, and thus the me-
chanical password scales are blocked when the pull
block is pressed down.

3. When the pull block is pulled out, there is an LED
lamp assisting in lighting; because safes are some-
times placed in the basement or darker places, me-
chanical scales may not be seen during mechanical
code pairing, and illuminating the scales is a good
invention, which provides users with convenient
lighting.

4. When the pull block is pulled out, the circuit of the
electronic portion is disconnected, the electronic lock
portion is unnecessary when the mechanical unlock-
ing manner is used, and the circuit of the electronic
lock is disconnected, thus eliminating influences of
the circuit of the electronic lock and achieving elec-
trical energy saving effects.

5. After the pull block portion is inserted into the lock
input unit, the lock input unit is of a circular appear-
ance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a schematic structural view of mechanical
password unlocking of a lock input unit according to
the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic structural view of electronic
password unlocking of the lock input unit according
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to the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a schematic structural view of the lock input
unit according to the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a schematic structural view of the lock input
unit when a pull block is pulled out according to the
present invention;

Fig. 5 is a schematic structural view of a conversion
device in a state where a pull block is pressed down
according to the present invention;

Fig. 6 is a schematic structural view of the conversion
device in a state where the pull block is pulled up
according to the present invention;

Fig. 7 is a schematic structural view of a combination
lock code dial according to the present invention;

Fig. 8 is a schematic structural view of a conversion
device when an electronic lock circuit is switched on
according to the present invention; and

Fig. 9 is a schematic structural view of the conversion
device when the electronic lock circuit is switched
off according to the present invention.

[0019] In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, 1 denotes a base; 2 denotes
a lock input unit; 3 denotes a housing; 4 denotes a power
source; 5 denotes an electronic processing member; and
6 denotes an electronic input member.
[0020] In Fig. 3 to Fig. 9, 1 denotes an electronic input
member, 2 denotes a base; 3 denotes a code dial of a
combination lock; 4 denotes a pull block; 5 denotes a
slot; 6 denotes a breakage joint; 7 denotes a fixture block;
and 8 denotes a circuit joint.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0021] To make the objective and the technical solution
of embodiments of the present invention much clearer,
the technical solution of the embodiments of the present
invention will be clearly and fully described below with
reference to the accompanying drawings of the embod-
iments of the present invention. It is obvious that the em-
bodiments to be described are only a part rather than all
of the embodiments of the present invention. All other
embodiments derived by persons of ordinary skill in the
art based on the embodiments of the present invention
without carrying out creative activities should fall within
the scope of the present invention.
[0022] Persons skilled in the art can understand that,
unless otherwise defined, all terms (including technical
and scientific terms) used herein have the same mean-
ings as those generally understood by persons of ordi-
nary skill in the art. It should also be understood that,
terms such as those defined in universal dictionaries

should be understood as having meanings consistent
with those in the context of the prior art, and unless the
same as defined herein, will not be interpreted in an ide-
alized or overly formal sense.
[0023] The term "and/or" in the present invention
means that situations of existing individually and co-ex-
isting are included.
[0024] The terms "inner and outer" described in the
present invention mean that, in terms of a device itself,
a direction pointed to the interior of the device is inner,
and otherwise, is outer, instead of particular limitations
to the device mechanism of the present invention.
[0025] The terms "left and right" described in the
present invention mean that, when a reader directly faces
a figure, the left of the reader is left, and the right of the
reader is right, instead of particular limitations to the de-
vice mechanism of the present invention.
[0026] The term "connect" described in the present in-
vention means a direction joint between components or
an indirect joint between the components through anoth-
er component.
[0027] The present invention provides a lock input unit
2, including a base 1, a mechanical combination lock dial
and an electronic password input portion, wherein, as
shown in Fig. 1, the base 1 is disposed on a surface of
a lock, and the mechanical combination lock dial is ro-
tatably disposed on the base 1, with password scales
disposed around the bottom thereof, configured to control
opening of a mechanical combination lock portion of the
lock; the base may be a range member; and the base 1
may also be disposed on a safe door.
[0028] As shown in Fig. 2, the electronic password in-
put portion includes a housing 3, a power source 4, an
electronic processing member 5 and an electronic input
member 6, configured to control opening of an electronic
combination lock portion of the lock, the power source 4
and the electronic processing member 5 are disposed
inside the housing 3, the housing 3 is disposed on an
outer side of the mechanical combination lock dial, and
the electronic input member 6 is disposed on an outer
side surface of the housing 3.
[0029] A cross section of the housing 3 is circular. The
housing 3 is cone-like or cylindrical. The electronic input
member 6 is an electronic password keyboard. The elec-
tronic processing member 5 is a circuit member that proc-
esses key passwords. The electronic processing mem-
ber 5 is respectively connected to the power source 4
and the electronic input member 6.
[0030] The present invention further provides a lock
input unit 2, including a mechanical combination lock dial
and an electronic password input portion, wherein the
mechanical combination lock dial is rotatably disposed
on a surface of a lock, with password scales disposed
around the bottom thereof, configured to control opening
of a mechanical combination lock portion of the lock; the
electronic password input portion includes a housing 3,
a power source 4, an electronic processing member 5
and an electronic input member 6, configured to control
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opening of an electronic combination lock portion of the
lock, the power source 4 and the electronic processing
member 5 are disposed inside the housing 3, the housing
3 is disposed on an outer side of the mechanical combi-
nation lock dial, and the electronic input member 6 is
disposed on an outer side surface of the housing 3.
[0031] As shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 7 and Fig. 9, a
conversion device of the present invention includes a
base 2, a pull block 4, a mechanical combination lock
control assembly and an electronic combination lock con-
trol assembly, wherein the pull block 4 includes a fixture
block 7 and a circuit joint 8, and the pull block 4 can be
disposed on one side of the lock input unit in an extracting
and inserting manner; the mechanical combination lock
includes a combination lock code dial 3 with a slot 5, the
combination lock code dial 3 is rotatably disposed on the
base 2, and the slot 5 is engaged with the fixture block
7; the electronic combination lock control assembly in-
cludes a breakage joint 6, the breakage joint 6 is a break-
age portion of a circuit of the electronic combination lock
control assembly, and the circuit joint 8 matches the
breakage joint 6; when the pull block 4 is inserted into
the lock input unit, the fixture block 7 is inserted into the
slot 5, and the fixture block 7 is clamped to the slot 5; the
circuit joint 8 is connected to the breakage joint 6, and a
circuit of the breakage joint 6 is switched on; and when
the pull block 4 is extracted out of the lock input unit, the
fixture block 7 is disconnected from the slot 5, and the
circuit joint 8 is disconnected from the breakage joint 6.
[0032] As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the lock input unit
includes an input unit housing, the input unit housing is
rotatably disposed on the base 2, and the input unit hous-
ing is fixedly connected with the combination lock code
dial 3. The base 2, the pull block 4, the mechanical com-
bination lock control assembly and the electronic combi-
nation lock control assembly are disposed inside the in-
put unit housing. The pull block 4 includes a circular arc-
shaped outer edge, and after the pull block is inserted
into the input unit housing, the circular arc-shaped outer
edge and the input unit housing form a circular structure.
[0033] As shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 6, the combination
lock code dial 3 is provided with mechanical lock pass-
word scales, and when the pull block 4 is inserted into
the input unit housing, the circular arc-shaped outer edge
of the pull block 4 can cover the mechanical lock pass-
word scales.
[0034] The conversion device further includes an LED
lamp, wherein the LED lamp is configured to illuminate
the mechanical lock password scales when the pull block
4 is pulled out from the input unit housing, and the LED
lamp is disposed on the pull block 4 or the input unit
housing.
[0035] The present invention further provides another
conversion device, wherein a combination lock code dial
3 of the conversion device is rotatably disposed on a
surface of a lock directly, specifically, the conversion de-
vice includes a pull block 4, a mechanical combination
lock control assembly and an electronic combination lock

control assembly, wherein the pull block 4 includes a fix-
ture block 7 and a circuit joint 8, and the pull block 4 can
be disposed on one side of the lock input unit in an ex-
tracting and inserting manner; the mechanical combina-
tion lock includes a combination lock code dial 3 with a
slot 5, and the fixture block 7 can be inserted into and
extracted out the slot 5 of the combination lock code dial
3; and the electronic combination lock control assembly
includes a breakage joint 6, the breakage joint 6 is a
breakage portion of a circuit of the electronic combination
lock control assembly, and the circuit joint 8 can be con-
nected to and disconnected from the breakage joint 6.
When the circuit joint 8 is connected to and disconnected
from the breakage joint 6, the breakage portion of the
circuit of the electronic combination lock control assem-
bly is correspondingly switched on and off.
[0036] The pull block 4 of the present invention is used
in the conversion device, including a fixture block 7 and
a circuit joint 8, wherein the fixture block 7 can be inserted
into and extracted out the slot 5 of the combination lock
code dial 3; the circuit joint 8 can be connected to and
disconnected from the breakage joint 6; and the pull block
4 can be disposed on one side of the lock input unit in
an extracting and inserting manner.
[0037] The working principle (refer to Fig. 3 to Fig. 9)
of the conversion device of the present invention is as
follows.
[0038] When the pull block 4 is inserted to the lock
input unit, at this time, the fixture block 7 is just stuck to
the slot 5, as the input unit housing is fixedly connected
with the combination lock code dial 3 and the combination
lock code dial 3 is defined by the fixture block 7 through
the slot 5, the input unit housing cannot rotate; the circuit
joint 8 is connected to the breakage joint 6, the breakage
joint 6 originally in breakage is switched on by the circuit
joint 8, at this time, the circuit of the electronic combina-
tion lock control assembly is switched on, normal elec-
tronic combination lock control can be performed, an
electronic password is input through an electronic input
member 1 on an outer side surface, the electronic pass-
word processing member in the electronic combination
lock control assembly will process the input electronic
password and make a corresponding processing instruc-
tion (open or warn), thereby achieving unlocking in an
electronic manner;
when the pull block 4 is pulled out of the lock input unit,
the fixture block 7 is disconnected from the slot 5, the
input unit housing is fixedly connected with the combina-
tion lock code dial 3, at this time, the combination lock
code dial 3 can rotate together with the input unit housing,
the combination lock code dial 3 achieves a mechanical
lock unlocking manner of the lock through mechanical
code paining, and rotation of the combination lock code
dial 3 can be driven through rotation of the input unit
housing; at this time, the circuit joint 8 is separated from
the breakage joint 6, the breakage joint 6 is restore to
disconnection, the circuit of the electronic lock control
assembly is restored to disconnection, and the electronic
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lock does not work.
[0039] The above are merely embodiments of the
present invention, which are described more specifically
and in more detail, but cannot be construed as limitations
to the scope of the present invention. It should be noted
that, for persons of ordinary skill in the art, several vari-
ations and modifications made without departing from
the concept of the present invention fall within the scope
of the present invention.

Claims

1. A lock input unit, comprising a base, a mechanical
combination lock dial and an electronic password
input portion, wherein
the base is disposed on a surface of a lock, and the
mechanical combination lock dial is rotatably dis-
posed on the base, with password scales disposed
around the bottom thereof, configured to control
opening of a mechanical combination lock portion of
the lock; and
the electronic password input portion comprises a
housing, a power source, an electronic processing
member and an electronic input member, configured
to control opening of an electronic combination lock
portion of the lock, the power source and the elec-
tronic processing member are disposed inside the
housing, the housing is disposed on an outer side of
the mechanical combination lock dial, and the elec-
tronic input member is disposed on an outer side
surface of the housing.

2. The lock input unit according to claim 1, wherein the
electronic input member is an electronic password
keyboard; the electronic processing member is a cir-
cuit member that processes key passwords; the
electronic processing member is respectively con-
nected to the power source and the input member;
and an outer periphery of the mechanical combina-
tion lock dial is engraved with mechanical password
scales and password values.

3. The lock input unit according to claim 2, wherein the
housing is fixed onto the mechanical combination
lock dial.

4. A conversion device, for mutually conversion be-
tween input manners of electronic and mechanical
combination locks of a lock input unit, comprising a
base, a pull block, a mechanical combination lock
control assembly and an electronic combination lock
control assembly, wherein
the pull block comprises a fixture block and a circuit
joint, and the pull block can be disposed on one side
of the lock input unit in an extracting and inserting
manner;
the mechanical combination lock control assembly

comprises a mechanical combination lock dial with
a slot, the mechanical combination lock dial is rotat-
ably disposed on the base, and the slot is engaged
with the fixture block;
the electronic combination lock control assembly
comprises a breakage joint, the breakage joint is a
breakage portion of a circuit of the electronic com-
bination lock control assembly, and the circuit joint
matches the breakage joint;
when the pull block is inserted into the lock input unit,
the fixture block is inserted into the slot, and the fix-
ture block is clamped to the slot; the circuit joint is
connected to the breakage joint, and a circuit of the
breakage joint is switched on; and
when the pull block is extracted out of the lock input
unit, the fixture block is disconnected from the slot,
and the circuit joint is disconnected from the break-
age joint.

5. The conversion device according to claim 4, wherein
the lock input unit comprises an input unit housing,
the input unit housing is rotatably disposed on the
base, and the input unit housing is fixedly connected
with the mechanical combination lock dial.

6. The conversion device according to claim 5, wherein
the pull block comprises a circular arc-shaped outer
edge, and after the pull block is inserted into the input
unit housing, the circular arc-shaped outer edge and
the input unit housing form a circular structure.

7. The conversion device according to claim 6, wherein
the mechanical combination lock dial is provided with
mechanical lock password scales, and when the pull
block is inserted into the input unit housing, the cir-
cular arc-shaped outer edge of the pull block can
cover the mechanical lock password scales.

8. The conversion device according to claim 7, further
comprising an LED lamp, wherein the LED lamp is
configured to illuminate the mechanical lock pass-
word scales when the pull block is pulled out from
the input unit housing, and the LED lamp is disposed
on the pull block or the input unit housing.

9. A conversion device, for mutually conversion be-
tween input manners of electronic and mechanical
combination locks of a lock input unit, comprising a
pull block, a mechanical combination lock control as-
sembly and an electronic combination lock control
assembly, wherein
the pull block comprises a fixture block and a circuit
joint, and the pull block can be disposed on one side
of the lock input unit in an extracting and inserting
manner;
the mechanical combination lock comprises a me-
chanical combination lock dial with a slot, the me-
chanical combination lock dial is rotatably disposed
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on a surface of a lock, and the fixture block can be
inserted into and extracted out the slot of the me-
chanical combination lock dial; and
the electronic combination lock control assembly
comprises a breakage joint, the breakage joint is a
breakage portion of a circuit of the electronic com-
bination lock control assembly, and the circuit joint
can be connected to and disconnected from the
breakage joint.

10. The conversion device according to claim 9, wherein,
when the circuit joint is connected to and disconnect-
ed from the breakage joint, the breakage portion of
the circuit of the electronic combination lock control
assembly is correspondingly switched on and off.
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